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Justification: 
By diluting the NH3 by 10 this will improve the quality of my data. This is because the 
ammonia is about 7 time stronger than the H2SO4. If I was to use this and not dilute it to do a 
titration if I was to use 20mL of the fully concentrated NH3 it would take around 140mL. This 
would mean that I would have to fill up the burette 3 times to do 1 titration. So by diluting the 
NH3 x10 it will improve my titration as I will only have to fill it up once. By diluting the acid I 
will get a range of 10-30mL which I want as below 10mL it is unaccurate and can have large 
percentage error and over 30mL it will be too large and too time consuming. 
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Summary Report: 
The aim of this investigation was to determine the concentration of Ammonia present. 
Before starting my investigation I rinsed out my pipette out with the NH3. I washed out my 
burette with H2SO4 and I washed my flask out with water. I did this too so I could know that 
there wasn’t any left over particles in the equipment that could affect the concordancy of my 
results. Then I filled my burette with H2SO4 and made sure there were no bubbles in the 
burette. This made my results accurate as there were no air bubbles so the reading I took off 
the burette was more accurate. A variable I controlled was that I did a titration and added the 
indicator until it changed colour I then poured this into a beaker so I could compare the 
colour of each titration to make sure they were all the same. By controlling this variable it 
made my results accurate. I also prevented parallax error by making sure when I was 
reading the measurements I was always eye level. Another variable I controlled was that 
after every titration I rinsed out my flask with water so no left over NH3 or H2SO4 could effect 
my results.  
Also, I repeated my titration 7 times, then I took an average of the 4 results that were in a 
range of 0.3mL. This made the gL-1 to be 13.124gL-1 and the gL-1 concentration on the bottle 
says 18.0gL-1. This means the the gL-1 concentration on the bottle is higher then the actual 
gL-1 concentration. This could be because the bottle is old and the concentration has diluted 
a little bit or because the company that made the cleaning agent didn’t have as much 
concentration of ammonia in the cleaning agent as they said.


